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Synchronized family dynamics in globally coupled maps
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The dynamics of a globally coupled, logistic map lattice is explored over a parameter plane
consisting of the coupling strength,e, and the map parameter,a. By considering simple periodic
orbits of relatively small lattices, and then an extensive set of initial-value calculations, the
phenomenology of solutions over the parameter plane is broadly classified. The lattice possesses
many stable solutions, except for sufficiently large coupling strengths, where the lattice elements
always synchronize, and for small map parameter, where only simple fixed points are found. For
smallere and largera, there is a portion of the parameter plane in which chaotic, asynchronous
lattices are found. Over much of the parameter plane, lattices converge to states in which the maps
are partitioned into a number of synchronized families. The dynamics and stability of two-family
states~solutions partitioned into two families! are explored in detail. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1054-1500~99!01503-7#
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In nonlinear dynamics, one of the ways to construct rich,
complicated systems is by coupling a large number o
low-order dynamical systems. These extensive system
can then be used as metaphors for physical situations in
which our ability to explore fully a particular natural
phenomenon is limited by the complexity of the dynam-
ics. In this article we study an example of such a coupled
system: a lattice of logistic maps that are globally coupled
through a mean field. As we show, the coupling of the
maps creates a system with a rich variety of different
behaviors, and the overall wealth of behavior becomes
overwhelming. We explore some aspects of these riche
such as ‘‘synchronization’’ and ‘‘clustering.’’ For strong
coupling between the maps, global synchronization takes
over, and the whole system behaves as a single logist
map. At values of the coupling strength below the syn-
chronization threshold, the system displays partial or
‘‘family’’ synchronization „clusters…, coexisting attrac-
tors, and complicated bifurcation sequences.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of coupled, mutually interacting chao
systems is extremely rich, and can display properties wh
are not detectable in the behavior of the individual eleme
Among the simplest of such systems are coupled map
tices, composed of an ensemble of low-dimensional m
whose evolution is determined by both their own dynam
and the dynamics of the other elements of the ensemb1,2

Lattice coupling schemes may either belocal or global. For
local coupling, each map interacts only with its near
neighbors. In a global coupling scheme, however, the ev
7381054-1500/99/9(3)/738/17/$15.00
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tion of each map is affected by the dynamics of all oth
maps. Sites on a locally coupled lattice have a spatial me
ing, and a larger distance of two maps on the lattice imp
a weaker interaction between them.

On the other hand, if the evolution of any map of
globally coupled system is equally affected by the state of
of the other maps, then one can hardly interpret the lattic
terms of spatial distributions, and proximity of two maps
lattice sites does not convey any particular meaning. Inde
the description of the system as a ‘‘lattice’’ is a little mi
leading. Rather, these globally coupled systems must be
as an ensemble of individual elements, each of which equ
communicates with all the others, and are amenable to an
sis in terms of mean field theory. For example, one appli
tion of globally coupled map lattices that is frequently me
tioned is to arrays of Josephson junctions.3

In this paper, we consider a system of globally coup
logistic maps, and study its dynamics as a function of b
the value of the individual map parameter and the coupl
strength. For strong coupling, the map lattice synchroni
and all maps have the same value at the same time, beha
as a single logistic map. Just below the synchronizat
threshold, individual maps can sporadically leave the s
chronized state in a process which is reminiscent of on–
intermittency.4,5 Well below the synchronization threshold
however, new types of behavior are present.

For example, Weisenfeld and Hadley3 observed a multi-
plicity of coexistent stable solutions in coupled circle map
They found a large number@order of (N21)!, whereN is
the number of elements in the system# of stable periodic
orbits within such a system, and remarked on how stocha
perturbations may induce the system to jump from one ba
of attraction to another. They called this phenomenon ‘‘
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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739Chaos, Vol. 9, No. 3, 1999 Synchronized family dynamics
tractor crowding.’’ Subsequently, Kaneko6,7 reported finding
similar results in a globally coupled logistic map lattice.

In addition, Kaneko found a rich variety of what we ca
‘‘family’’-synchronized solutions. These are global attracto
for which theN maps are partitioned intok groups withNk

members in each. Each of these groups is a ‘‘family,’’ a
within each family all the maps are synchronized to one
other. The term ‘‘clustering’’ has also been used in the
erature to describe these types of solutions, but we avoid
terminology here because it suggests the importance of
tial proximity, which is not the case.

The possible relevance of family synchronization in b
logical networks has been considered in Ref. 8. Family s
chronization can be observed also for continuous time
namical systems, as discussed in Refs. 3, 9, and 10
globally coupled oscillators and in Ref. 11 for coupled ch
otic systems. A weaker form of synchronization in chao
systems, called phase synchronization, has been studie
Ref. 12.

In the following, after formulating the problem in Se
II, we define synchrony and asynchrony in coupled map
tices ~Sec. III!, and we discuss the coexistence of many
riodic attractors at low values of the coupling strength in S
IV. Section V reports an extensive set of initial-value calc
lations, from which we draw a picture of the system behav
in parameter space. Section VI is devoted to a detailed s
of the dynamics of two-family solutions and Sec. VII give
conclusions and perspectives.

II. FORMULATION

The system of interest in this study is a lattice ofN
globally coupled, one-dimensional maps. The lattice evo
tion is described by

xn11~ j !5~12e! f @xn~ j !#1
e

N (
k51

N

f @xn~k!#, ~1!

where j and k are indices of maps within the lattice,n and
n11 are successive moments in discrete time@hencexn( i ) is
the nth iteration of thei th map in the lattice#, the coupling
strength is measured by the parametere, and f (x) is the
function describing the dynamics of the individual maps.

The coupled map system can be written in the alterna
form,

xn11~ j !5~12e! f @xn~ j !#1eMn , ~2!

where

Mn5
1

N (
j 51

N

f @xn~ j !# ~3!

is the mean field. The coupling strengthe varies between
zero ~the uncoupled limit! and unity ~complete coupling;
each map evolves only according to the mean field!.

All the lattices discussed in this study are construc
using logistic maps, for which

f ~xn!512axn
2, ~4!

wherea is a parameter.~This is, strictly speaking, the qua
dratic map, rather than the logistic map, but the two
Downloaded 05 Oct 2004 to 137.82.36.23. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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identical up to a simple change of variable.! This map has
the property that any initial condition on the interval@21, 1#
will remain on that interval under the action of the ma
provideda,2.

III. SYNCHRONY AND ASYNCHRONY

Our system has two parameters,a and e. Though the
behavior of the system over the (e,a) parameter plane is
very complicated, there are two special cases in which
dynamics is relatively straightforward and well understoo

The first case is when the lattice is completely uncoup
(e50). In this limit, each map evolves independently of
the others and the dynamics of each of the uncoupled
ments is simply that of the logistic map. In other words, t
state of the system is alwaysasynchronous, unless the initial
condition of each element is identical, or if, for some reas
the maps eventually all converge to the same orbit. The
furcation sequence of the logistic map is a canonical exam
in dynamical systems theory. Three important values of
map parameter are:

~i! a5a250.75: first period doubling,
~ii ! a5a451.25: second period doubling,
~iii ! a5a`'1.4: accumulation point of the period

doubling cascade.

The other special limit ise→1. In this case, the element
see only the mean field and so evolve identically. In oth
words, from any initial condition, the elements immediate
synchronize. Again, the subsequent evolution is dictated by
single logistic map.

Independent of the value ofe, it is also straightforward
to show that ifx1( j )5X1 for every j, thenxn( j )5Xn for all
n, andXn11512aXn

2. That is, the synchronized state is a
invariant manifold of the system for all parameter value
However, the individual elements can be chaotic, in wh
case, fore50, initially close elements diverge from one a
other exponentially quickly. Hence, we expect that this s
chronized state is unstable for sufficiently smalle, where the
sensitivity to initial condition overcomes the tendency
synchronize.

The stability thresholde5ec(a) can be computed by
linearizing about the synchronized orbit of the system: Le

xn~ j !5Xn1jn~ j !, ~5!

whereujn( j )u!1. Then,

jn11~ j !5~12e! f 8~Xn!jn~ j !1emn , ~6!

where

mn5
1

N
f 8~Xn!(

k51

N

jn~k! ~7!

is the perturbation to the mean field.
There is a solution to~6! that is of the form,jn( j )

5Jn for all j. The solution satisfiesJn115 f 8(Xn)Jn ,
which gives a stability exponent that is just the Lyapun
exponent of the logistic map,l(a). This solution corre-
sponds to asynchronizedperturbation becausejn( j ) is inde-
pendent ofj. Hence, the stability exponent characterizes p
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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740 Chaos, Vol. 9, No. 3, 1999 Balmforth, Jacobson, and Provenzale
turbations inside the invariant synchronization manifo
which is why we recover the logistic map’s Lyapunov exp
nent.

The remainder of the solutions to~6! can be taken to be
of the separable form,

jn~ j !5Ane~ j !, ~8!

with the propertymn50, or

(
j 51

N

e~ j !50 ~9!

~of which there areN21 independent solutions!. Hence the
orientation of the vectore does not change and the amp
tudes evolve according to

An115~12e! f 8~Xn!An . ~10!

The associated stability exponents therefore have anN
21)-fold multiplicity and all are equal to

L~a!5 ln~12e!1l~a!. ~11!

These solutions are perturbations away from the synchr
zation manifold, soL(a) denotes a transverse stability e
ponent. Hence, if (12e)expl(a).1, that state is unstable
Thus, the stability threshold is given by

e5ec~a!512e2l~a! ~12!

~Kaneko;7 Ding and Yang5!, which is drawn in Fig. 1. In
fact, Fig. 1 displays much more than this threshold; it enc
sulates many of our results and is essentially our poin
summary. In the sections to follow, we build up the resu
portrayed in Fig. 1.

Note that,ec<0 if the Lyapunov exponent is null o
negative. Thus, only chaotic synchronized solutions, or p
odic states that are unstable within the synchronization m
fold itself @both withl(a).0#, can betransverselyunstable.

IV. SIMPLE PERIODIC SOLUTIONS

For a,a` , the logistic map has a stable, periodic orb
Hence, if there is no coupling, the individual map eleme
always converge to that orbit. Moreover, a finite coupli
strength does not prevent the elements converging to
same orbit provided the initial conditions are not too
apart. This is essentially the reason why synchronized st
are always stable whenever the logistic map has a st
periodic orbit @in this instance,l(a),0 and soec(a),0#.
Nevertheless, these stable, synchronized periodic orbits
not the only states to which the system can converge, an
this section we indicate how one uncovers the full range
possibilities. The technique is essentially the same as
method of continuation from the anti-integrable limit used
discrete nonlinear field theories.13

The synchronized solutions are characterized by each
ement of the lattice converging to identical points or pha
of the stable periodic orbit. However, for a stable period-p

orbit, there are 2p distinct points on the orbit and so there a
correspondingly many possible phases of the cycle to wh
each element of the lattice could converge, if uncoupl
Thus, ate50, in addition to the perfectly synchronized s
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lutions, there is a whole multitude of other orbits in whic
the elements oscillate out of phase with one another. Mo
over, these asynchronous states are all stable becaus
period-2p orbit is stable. Hence, by continuity, we expe
that these solutions all remain stable for sufficiently smale.

For sufficiently large coupling, however, only the full
synchronized solution persists. Thus there must be bifu
tions in which the asynchronous solutions eventually dis
pear. To uncover these bifurcations we can trace the s
tions to largere from the weakly coupled limit. However
there are further bifurcations that occur which can destabi
these solutions before they ultimately disappear; these
ondary bifurcations involve some other, unstable solution

The unstable solutions can be constructed in the sa
fashion as the asynchronous stable states: Ate50, not only
is there a stable period-2p orbit, but there are two unstabl
fixed points and a set of unstable periodic orbits with perio
2q, q51,...,p21. Of these, we safely may ignore one of th

FIG. 1. The area shaded in darker gray is the region in which the sync
nized state is unstable. The area shaded in lighter gray is the region
which there is a stable, asynchronous, period-two orbit in which the
ments of the system are equally partitioned into two families~which requires
N even!. The dots show parameter values at which initial-value calculati
converged to states that were not fully synchronized. The circles s
initial-value calculations in which fully synchronized states were observ
For lower values ofa and larger values ofe, synchronization is inevitable.
The thick solid line approximately locates the desynchronization ‘‘cliff
where synchronized families largely cease to emerge in initial-value c
putations and completely desynchronized solutions become rife.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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741Chaos, Vol. 9, No. 3, 1999 Synchronized family dynamics
fixed points~the point lying inx,0! since that point always
lies outside the range of values ofx covered by the attractor
of the system, ifa,2. ~It is straightforward to show that i
the initial conditions of the map all lie inside the interv
@21, 1#, then once the system has converged to an attra
the most negative value forxn11( j ) over all possiblexn( j ) is
12a, which is always above the negative fixed poi
x5@2A114a21#/(2a), unlessa>2.! But there is another
multitude of unstable periodic orbits for the uncoupled m
lattice in which one or more of the elements execute one
these unstable trajectories.

A. Period-2 window: a2<a<a4

We illustrate the variety of periodic equilibria witha2

,a,a4 , so there is a stable period-2 solution of the logis
map,X25 f (X1) andX15 f (X2). At e50, there are therefore
two possible, stable synchronized states withxn( j )5X1 or
xn( j )5X2 , j 51,...,N. There is, in addition, a variety o
stable asynchronous states in which some number, sayM, of
the maps converge to one phase of the period-2 orbit,X1

→X2→X1 ..., and theothers~N2M in number! converge to
the other phase,X2→X1→X2 ... . There is also an unstab
synchronized state: xn( j )5Xf , where Xf[@A114a
21#/(2a) is the~relevant! unstable fixed point, and a variet
of unstable asynchronized solutions in which one, or mo
of the elements lies atXf , and the others execute some pha
of the period-2 orbit.

For N52, the total number of equilibria can be gene
ated from the combinations listed in Table I. From mas
combinations like these, we can construct all the poss
equilibrium states at a certain value fora, then continue them
to highere to uncover the bifurcations exhibited by the sy
tem. We do this numerically using Newton’s method; t
stability of the states can be found as a biproduct of
iteration scheme.

In Fig. 2, we see the results of tracing the possi
branches fora51.2 ~which is inside the window of stable
period-2 orbits!, and lattices withN52, 4, 5, and 10. The
solid horizontal line at the top and bottom of the pictur
represent stable, fully synchronized states, in which all m
are oscillating in phase. The horizontal dashed line in
center of the plot represents the unstable, synchronized s
The other, curved branches are the asynchronous solut
The stable asynchronous solutions all loose stability in v
ous secondary bifurcations that take the form of either s
critical pitchforks or saddle nodes. For example, ate'0.21
in Fig. 2~a!, there is a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation i
which two solutions corresponding to line 4 of Table I d

TABLE I. Combinations of initial conditions for a two-map lattice in th
period-2 window from which we may construct all the independent perio
solutions~barring combinations that include the other unstable fixed po
with x,0 which always lies outside the attractor!.

Condition Map 1 Map 2

1 X1 X1 Stable, synchronized
2 X1 Xf Unstable
3 X1 X2 Stable
4 Xf Xf Unstable, synchronized
Downloaded 05 Oct 2004 to 137.82.36.23. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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stabilize the stable, asynchronous solution obtained from
3.

Ultimately, the remaining unstable branches~of which
there areN21 in number! end in a highly degenerate
period-doubling bifurcation atXf @e'0.285 in Fig. 2~a!#.
This degenerate bifurcation occurs when the transverse
bility exponent of the unstable synchronized state, with m
tiplicity N21 and derived in Sec. III, passes through ze
That is, for e512e2l f , where l f5 ln(2aXf)[ln@A114a
21# is the stability exponent of the unstable fixed point.

The diagrams become more and more complicated aN
increases. The general trend is for a multitude of stable e
libria neare50, that gradually disappear on raisinge, leav-
ing only synchronized solutions. In other words, the bifurc
tion diagrams parallel~and, of course, underlie! some of the
features present in Fig. 1. But, Fig. 1 fails to convey t
wealth of possible solutions existing at small couplin
which is apparent even for lowN in Fig. 2. This multiplicity
is equivalent to the ‘‘attractor crowding’’ of Weisenfeld an
Hadley.3

B. Period-4 window: a4<a<a8

We repeat the computation of the bifurcation diagra
for a51.3, which lies inside the window in which there is
stable period-4 orbit of the logistic map. In this case there
many more possible equilibrium states at smalle; these states
develop as shown in the bifurcation diagrams of Fig. 3. S
fice to say that there are more branches and more bifu
tions.

Roughly speaking, these period-4 diagrams have sma
structures inside them that are much like the bifurcation d
grams pictured above@e.g., the region 0,e,0.2 and20.3
,x,0 is rather like Fig. 2~b!, but with extra branches#. That
similarity probably extends beyond the period-4 case, so
there are pieces of the period-2p bifurcation diagram that
resemble the period-2p21 diagram, and there must be an in
teresting self-similarity to the bifurcation diagram at the a
cumulation point of the period-doubling cascade (a5a`).

Another feature of the bifurcation sequence is revea
in Fig. 3~a!. The asynchronous, period-2 solution with par
tion 2:2 is evident in this figure as the curve that ends
e'0.325 at the unstable fixed point,Xf'0.57. The period-2
solution is unstable ate50, but a bifurcation stabilizes this
branch ate'0.0277, and it remains stable up toe'0.24.
The first change of stability is through a Hopf bifurcation~cf.
Ref. 14!, and a stable two-loop attractor exists for lowere
which is not drawn on the diagram. At still lowere, these
loops disappear by colliding with some of the period-4 o
bits. The secondary bifurcations of these loopy attractors
come very complicated fora.a` , and will be considered
further in Sec. VI C.

The 2:2 asynchronous period-2 solution describes a
tice that is equally partitioned into two synchronized fam
lies. That is, it is an example of one of Kaneko’s famil
synchronized solutions. Indeed, because of the form of
mean field, this particular state is also a solution for all l
tices of arbitrary, evenN. On the general lattice, the state
one of equal partition, so thatN/2 maps execute one orbi
and the otherN/2 maps are synchronized to another traje

c
t

ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Bifurcation diagrams for lattices of varying size when the map parametera51.2 is in the period-two window. Stable solutions are depicted wit
solid line, unstable solutions with a dotted line. In all cases, the bifurcation parameter is coupling strength,e, and the valuesxn( j ) are plotted.
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tory. Note that the state remains stable over a range ine for
values ofa that lie well into the chaotic regime. This ban
for N52, is shown as the region shaded in lighter gray
Fig. 1 ~the left-hand boundary of this band denotes the H
bifurcation that generates loopy attractors!. However, by us-
ing the techniques described in Sec. VI A, we verify that
state is also stable within this band on lattices of arbitr
~even! N. This illustrates how solutions that are partition
into synchronized families occur over wide regions of t
parameter plane, a feature of the lattice dynamics tha
explored further in Sec. V by solving initial-value problem

V. INITIAL-VALUE CALCULATIONS

The study outlined in Sec. IV reveals a plethora of c
existing, periodic equilibria fora,a` , but it says nothing of
Downloaded 05 Oct 2004 to 137.82.36.23. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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what happens when the map parameter enters the regim
which the logistic map is chaotic. To gain a rough idea of t
kinds of attractors that exist fora.a` , we performed an
extensive set of initial-value calculations with various valu
for a and e taken from a grid covering this part of the pa
rameter plane~the grid is represented in Fig. 1!. Early on in
this enterprise we realized that this computation expose
wealth of different types of attractors and there was
simple transition between synchronization at larger coupl
strengths and asynchronization in the weak-coupling lim
we basically opened Pandora’s box. Because of this we
of possibilities we have opted primarily for a relatively crud
description based on the phenomenology of states that p
tion themselves into synchronized families; that is, fami
synchronized solutions. The example we focused on at
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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743Chaos, Vol. 9, No. 3, 1999 Synchronized family dynamics
end of Sec. IV contained two families, but more general
there may beK partitions, withK,N, leading to ‘‘K-family
solutions.’’

An example of an initial-value calculations forN
5100, e50.385, anda51.9 is shown in Fig. 4. This figure
shows two features of the dynamics that were common
encountered in the initial-value problems. First, the path
the attractor is typically rather tortuous, with the syste
passing through extensive periods of asynchronous irregu
ity and ephemeral regular states~see Fig. 4; such behavior
was previously noticed by Kaneko,6,7 and makes the identi-
fication of attractors rather involved!. Second, the attractor
~which appears at the top of Fig. 4! is a family-synchronized
solution with a small number of partitions~in this case,
K52!.

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for map parametera51.3 ~in the period-four
window!.
Downloaded 05 Oct 2004 to 137.82.36.23. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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In fact, for these particular parameter values, we fi
that randomly initialized lattices fall almost exclusively in
one of three categories of two-family attractors. If we den
the number of elements in the smaller family byM, then
these three two-family states are characterized by

~1! M510 or a50.1; period-3,
~2! M59 or a50.09; period-3,
~3! M58 or a50.08; chaotic,

where a5M /N ~this label uniquely classifies solutions i
lattices with varyingN!. The attractor of Fig. 4 is of type 1

Figure 5 shows another example, this time of type
This attractor is not periodic; if we plotxn13( j ) against
xn( j ) for the larger family, we arrive at the picture shown o
the left-hand side of Fig. 5. A closer inspection of the obje
in the picture reveals what appears to be an underlying f
tal structure. Moreover, in form, the object is very similar
an attractor of the He´non map. This suggests that the soluti
is chaotic and has a dimension between one and two.

In fact, the similarity of the two-family state in Fig. 5 t
a Hénon attractor is not so surprising, as we discuss in de
in Sec. VI, such two-family states are exactly described b
two-dimensional map. But before we delve into those spe
ics, we summarize our initial-value computations.

A. A regime diagram

Detailed results of the initial-value calculations are d
played in Fig. 6. This figure shows the number of families
the final attractors over the parameter plane; essentially,
a regime diagram showing whichK-family states are typi-
cally found over a range of parameter values. The diagr
was created using 50 randomly initialized runs at each
1570 points in the parameter plane. The map parameta
was varied between 1.4 and 1.98 in steps of 0.02; the c
pling strengthe was varied from 0.1 to 0.5 in steps of 0.07
There is a rectangular window ate.0.3 anda,1.42 for
which results were not computed~here, solutions invariably
synchronized!.

For each run, the lattice was initially iterated 300 0
times. The lattice was then further iterated until a measure
statistical stationarity was achieved, up to a maximum
another 500 000 iterations. The quantity that was monito
for stationarity was the lattice mean,

x̄n5
1

N (
j 51

n

xn~ j !. ~13!

The first three statistical moments of both a short- and lo
term running series ofx̄n were computed. The two serie
were 75 000 and 300 000 iterations long, respectively.
each moment, the short-term and long-term values w
compared. If all three pairs of moments were equivalent
within a certain threshold, the lattice was said to be in a s
of statistical stationarity, so that further iteration could
discontinued. One quarter of the runs never met our stat
arity criterion after the maximum number of iterations (
3105). One explanation of this failure is that transients
the lattice can be exceptionally prolonged; another is that
convergence of statistical averages is very slow. After th
iterations, the lattice was tested for partitioning. This che
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. An initial value problem ate50.385 anda
51.9 for a lattice withN5100. The picture shows a
diagram ofxn( j )2 x̄n , wherex̄n is the lattice mean at
the nth instant, plotted on the~j,n! plane, with shading
corresponding to level as shown in the key. The d
gram chiefly shows a very long transient, but the sta
to which the system converges at the top of the pictu
is a two-family attractor in which 10 of the map ele
ments execute identical trajectories, and the other
execute another common orbit. By plotting departur
from the lattice mean, we highlight ephemeral regu
states such as the two-family state with partitionM
57 that briefly exists nearn5750, and the nearly syn-
chronized lattice which occurs thereafter~recognizable
by featureless gray!. Curiously, similar partitioning of
the lattice recurs over hundreds of iterations, ev
though one would imagine that chaos obliterates a
past knowledge after only a few iterations. Thus, t
lattice possesses a memory of past ephemeral sta
suggesting the presence of long temporal correlatio
~see also Ref. 15!.
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FIG. 5. A second two-family attractor
at the same parameter values as Fig.
This attractor is chaotic. The large
family has 92 members, and th
smaller family has 8.~Left! A plot of
xn13 againstxn for the larger family.
~Right, top! Time series of map 1,
which becomes a member of th
smaller family. ~Right, bottom! Time
series for map 2, a member of th
larger family. The members of the
smaller family are located haphazardl
within the lattice. This is solely a re-
sult of the randomly chosen initia
conditions; spatial information is, as
we already mentioned, not relevant.
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was conducted by taking two maps to be in the same fam
if the cumulative squared difference in map values summ
over 1000 more iterations was less than 1026.

The main feature brought out in Fig. 6 is that over
significant portion of the parameter plane, the system c
verges to solutions that are either fullly synchronized or p
titioned into a small number of families~notably two fami-
lies!. That is,K-family solutions are almost always encou
tered. Also, there is a distict trend in whichK increases with
Downloaded 05 Oct 2004 to 137.82.36.23. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
ly
d
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map parameter, but decreases with coupling strength.
leads to the characteristic ‘‘plateaux’’ with increasing elev
tion in Fig. 6.

The lines that define the boundaries of a given plateau~K
value! in Fig. 6 generally run diagonally across thee –a
plane @the boundary between one-family and two-fam
states approximately follows the critical coupling thresho
~12!; see also Fig. 1#. This reflects a competition between th
synchronizing or stabilizing influence of increased couplin
respondin
FIG. 6. Number of families in final states plotted as points above the parameter plane. Each dot signifies that some number of the runs at the corg
a ande values had final states with that number of families. Note that the vertical axis is logarithmic. The methodology is described in the text.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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and the destabilizing influence of increased map parame
As the K values increase, the ascent up the plate

steepens dramatically and a ‘‘cliff’’ is encountered~the scale
of K in Fig. 6 is logarithmic!. This is the limit in which we
encounter full desynchronization; the rough location of
cliff is also sketched in Fig. 1. Some of the gross features
Fig. 6 were found previously by Kaneko.6,7

B. Parameter slices at fixed a

A more refined study of the final states can be conduc
by considering slices at fixeda or e. Here we examine pa
rameter slices at fixed map parameter. Complementary
sults for parameter slices at fixed coupling strength are gi
by Kaneko.16,17

Specifically, we consider two representative values
the map parameter:a51.76, anda51.9. For the first case
the logistic map is inside a period-3 window. The seco
case,a51.9, appears to be exemplary for lattices in whi
the map parameter gives a chaotic logistic map. For th
sections, 200 independent runs with randomly chosen in
conditions were used. The results are shown in Figs. 7–

In Fig. 7, the general trend is again revealed for a gre
number of families as the coupling strength is reduced. Bu
is interesting to observe that after the complete desynchr
zation limit is reached@at e'0.14 in panel~a! ande'0.19 in
~b!#, there are windows at lowere in which family-
synchronized solutions reappear. Fora51.76, these state
are related to the stable period-3 orbit of the logistic map
emerge neare50. However, despite the existence of stab
synchronization over this entire parameter slice these are
synchronous solutions; such solutions are only encount
with regularity at largere ~the probability of finding a syn-
chronized period-3 orbit ate50 is easily computed and

FIG. 7. Slices through the parameter plane of Fig. 6 at~a! a51.76 and~b!
a51.9. The size of the symbol, as given by the key, is the percentage o
200 randomly initialized runs which manifested the given number of fa
lies in their final states.
Downloaded 05 Oct 2004 to 137.82.36.23. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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though finite, is very small forN5100!. For a51.9 on the
other hand, family-synchronized states re-emerge neae
50.05 where, rather curiously, there is some tendency fo
bimodal distribution in partition number,K ~solutions with
K52 – 4 andK540– 50 are most prevalent!.

The rise to complete desynchronization is also not co
pletely unstructured. Ata51.76 @panel~a!#, there is a pecu-
liar structure to the cliff betweene50.13 ande50.16, in
which some preference for states withK530– 40 is shown.
Both these features~the occurrence of narrow islands of sy
chronized families at smalle, and the peculiar structures i
the cliff! embarass any simple description of the transition
asynchrony.

In Fig. 8 we display some other properties of the fami
synchronized states. In particular, we display the partition
for two- and three-family states over the two parame
slices. For the two-family states we drawa5M /N, and for
K53, the fraction of map elements in the smallest fami
the different symbols denote whether the state was perio
or chaotic.

The two-family states occupy distinct regions in Fig.
and the periodic and chaotic solutions are cleanly separa
suggesting simple bifurcation pathways between the two.
example, there is a broad triangular region at highera where
periodic solutions occur; these are chiefly period-2 orbits a
their subharmonics. As we lowere these states appear t
bifurcate to chaos. There is another group ata51.9 and
largere with smalla that are mostly period-3 orbits and the
relatives. In this case, the temporal flavor of the dynam
seems most strongly influenced bya. We reproduce the two
distributions and describe the implicit bifurcations in Se
VI, when we consider two-family states explicitly.

The distributions of periodic and chaotic solutions f
K53 show more structure than for the two-family state
However, we will not explore this structure in any detail. W
only draw the reader’s attention to one interesting detai
Fig. 8, which is that the regions in which most of the thre
family states are found have an intimate connection with
triangular-shaped area occupied by two-family states. T
two regions adjoin one another with almost no overla
Moreover, the two regions appear to share a common, ri
hand border. One explanation of this feature is that the tw
and three-family states are different forms of identical attr
tors. More specifically, as we reducee, the two-family states
in the triangular region gradually undergo a conversion i
three-family states. Further details of this fragmentation p
cess are described in Sec. VI C.

Finally, Fig. 9 gives an indication of the frequency
finding chaos along the parameter slices. This picture sh
how many of the total number of runs ended in a chao
state. The ‘‘onset’’ of predominant chaos at smallere ~that is,
the boundary of the region in which all the runs ended c
otically! roughly coincides with the cliff. To the right, chao
emerges when~and if! chaotic synchronized states predom
nate.

To complement Fig. 9, in Table II, we compare the nu
ber of theK-family states that were periodic to those th
were chaotic. This comparison clearly reveals ho
synchronized-family solutions with a small number of par

he
-

ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 8. Partitioning of two- and three-family state
with e. Dots indicate periodic solutions, and circles r
fer to chaotic states forK52. TheK53 states are again
divided into periodic~1! and chaotic~triangles!.
re
th
o

a
yn-

to
tions are more typically periodic. The property does not
main true as the number of partitions increases, but it is
low K solutions that predominate over extensive portions
the parameter plane.
Downloaded 05 Oct 2004 to 137.82.36.23. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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In other words, for chaotic individual maps, there is
clear tendency that the organization of the lattice into s
chronized families reduces the temporal complexity~see also
Ref. 18!. Thus, global coupling provides a mechanism
f
e
c
,
r

FIG. 9. A histogram of the number o
runs that ended in chaotic states. Th
star indicates the number of chaoti
runs that were also two-family states
and the circles show the same fo
three-family solutions.
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suppress the chaos in the individual elements, sugges
that, in this case, the whole~the lattice! is less than the sum
of the parts~the chaotic logistic maps!. However, the con-
verse can also be true: uncoupled maps in stable peri
orbit windows can also become chaotic through coupl
@Fig. 9~a!#.

VI. TWO-FAMILY DYNAMICS

The initial-value computations reported above illustra
the preponderance ofK-family states, and in particular, two
family solutions. When a lattice falls into one of these stat
its dynamics is vastly simplified. In particular, the dynam
of a K-family state is described by aK-dimensional map. In
this section we focus on the two-family case, but much
what we describe is also true for families with more pa
tions.

For K52, the elements of the lattice are divided into tw
partitions. One partition containsM elements and is de
scribed by a common variableXn ; the other containsN
2M maps and can be represented byYn . In this circum-
stance, the map equations reduce to the two-dimensional
tem,

Xn115~12e! f ~Xn!1eMn

~14!
Yn115~12e! f ~Yn!1eMn ,

where the mean field is

Mn5a f ~Xn!1~12a! f ~Yn!. ~15!

A. Stability of two-family solutions

The stability of the two-family state in the full map la
tice can be found along similar lines to those followed
determine the stability threshold of the fully synchroniz
solution.

First, we reorganize the lattice so that the first partiti
consists of maps,xn( j )5Xn , indexed by 1< j <M , and the
other partition by maps,xn(k1M )5Yn , with 1<k<N
2M . Then we let

xn~ j !5Xn1jn~ j ! for j 51,...,M ,
~16!

xn~k1M !5Yn1hn~k! for k51,...,N2M ,

with ujn( j )u!1 anduhn(k)u!1.
The perturbations,jn( j ) andhn(k), evolve according to

jn11~ j !5~12e! f 8~Xn!jn~ j !1emn

hn11~k!5~12e! f 8~Yn!hn~k!1emn
, ~17!

where

TABLE II. Ratios of periodic to chaotic final states for two- and thre
family solutions, also forK54 and 5, and for all the states, at the two valu
of a used for our parameter slices, and also ata51.5.

a Two-family Three-family K54 K55 All states

1.76 1966: 351 670: 78 197:131 28:25 4761:3281
1.9 2665:1184 601:117 63: 41 21: 9 3357:5443
1.5 2202: 252 358: 3 551: 62 121: 2 3421:3579
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mn5a f 8~Xn!(
j 51

M

jn~ j !1~12a! f 8~Yn! (
k51

N2M

hn~k!.

~18!

We construct a perturbation inside the ‘‘two-fami
manifold’’ by takingjn( j )5Jn andhn(k)5Yn , for everyj
andk. Then,

Jn115@12e~12a!# f 8~Xn!Jn1e~12a! f 8~Yn!Yn ,
~19!

Yn115~12ea! f 8~Yn!Yn1ea f 8~Xn!Jn .

This construction gives the usual Lyapunov exponents for
orbit of the two-dimensional map in~14!.

There are two types of perturbations that are transve
to the two-family manifold. These are again solutions th
are of separable form: We take either

jn~ j !5Anu~ j !, hn~k!50, ~20!

or

jn~ j !50, hn~k!5Bnv~k!, ~21!

for j 51,...,M andk51,...,N2M , where the vectorsu andv
satisfy

(
j 51

M

u~ j !50, (
k51

N2M

v~k!50 ~22!

~with M21 and N2M21 independent solutions, respe
tively!. The first of these perturbations destroys the s
chrony of one partition, whereas the second perturbation
stroys the other’s. Both have the feature that the mean fi
vanishes and so the orientation of the two perturbation
fixed. We have either

An115~12e! f 8~Xn!An

or

Bn115~12e! f 8~Yn!Bn . ~23!

Hence the stability exponents for transverse perturbations

Lx5 ln~12e!1F1

n (
r 51

n

lnu f 8~Xr !uG
n→`

[ ln@2a~12e!#1F1

n (
r 51

n

lnuXr uG
n→`

,

~24!

Ly5 ln~12e!1F1

n (
r 51

n

lnu f 8~Yr !uG
n→`

[ ln@2a~12e!#1F1

n (
r 51

n

lnuYr uG
n→`

.

The eigenvalueLx has multiplicity M21, whereasLy is
repeatedN2M21 times. ~This analysis is easily genera
ized to states with more partitions.!

The forms of the transverse stability exponents are ra
elegantly given in terms of mean properties ofXn and Yn .
However, those averages reflect a statistic of the attra
that depends on its detailed structure. For a chaotic attra
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 10. Bifurcation diagram for the two-family map
with a51.9 anda50.10. ~a! dn , ~b! sn at different
coupling strengths. For each value ofe, the two-
dimensional map~14! was iterated 5000 times, and th
diagrams show the next 200 iterations~there is no at-
tempt to include every attractor should multiple on
exist!. In ~c! we show the transverse stability exponen
Lx andLy .
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such a statistic must invariably be computed numerica
and may not even be a simple function of parameters~much
like the usual Lyapunov exponent!.

B. Two-family bifurcation sequences

To explore the bifurcations of the two-family solutio
itself, we employ the map~14!. This map has three param
eters,a, e, anda. In practice, we adopt values fora anda,
then varye. Also, there is little point in full-scale exploratio
of the bifurcations of every two-family solution of the lattic
system, so we opt for a detailed description of a few spe
cases. These illustrative examples are two-family soluti
with N5100 anda51.9, which were found as end states
Sec. IV.

The bifurcation diagrams of two particular solution
with a5M /N50.1 and 0.08 are shown in Figs. 10 and 1
respectively. A third case, with equal partitioning (a
50.5), is shown in Fig. 12. The first two bifurcation dia
grams correspond to solutions displayed in Figs. 4 and
they appear in the lower right-hand part of Fig. 8~b!. The
Downloaded 05 Oct 2004 to 137.82.36.23. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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equal partitioned solution is an example of the kind of so
tion found in the triangular area shown in Fig. 8~b!. The
temporal variability~periodic or chaotic! indicated in the bi-
furcation diagrams coincides with that found in Fig. 8~b!.

Displayed in Fig. 10 are values of the quantities,dn

5(Xn2Yn)/2 andsn5(Xn1Yn)/2; only dn is shown in the
other three bifurcation diagrams. Synchronized solutio
have the propertydn50, which makes them easy to pick ou
on these bifurcation diagrams. Also, despite slight diff
ences in the partitions of the families in Figs. 10 and 1
there are significant variations in the bifurcation diagra
~again burdening us with an appreciation of the overcom
cated lattice dynamics!.

There are various transitions in Figs. 10–12. Some
these are standard types of bifurcation sequences familia
one-dimensional maps. However, other transitions are no
the standard variety and are peculiar to higher-dimensio
maps. For example, neare50.34 in Fig. 11 there is a famil-
iar period-doubling cascade~though the cascading orbit be
gins as period-3 and the attractors look like those of
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Hénon map; see Fig. 5!. However, the transition that begin
at e'0.339 in Fig. 10~and that ate'0.25 in Fig. 12! is very
different. This second bifurcation sequence begins whe
set of periodic points lose stability in a Hopf bifurcation an
loopy attractors appear; we delve further into the structure
this sequence in Sec. VI C.

There are also numerous transitions in which one attr
tor suddenly disappears, leaving a different one. Severa
these transitions occur through a saddle-node or subcrit
bifurcation. In other cases, an attractor is annihilated on c

FIG. 11. Bifurcation diagram for the two-family map witha51.9 anda
50.08. ~a! dn , ~b! the transverse stability exponents,Lx andLy .

FIG. 12. Bifurcation diagram for the two-family map witha51.9 anda
50.50. ~a! dn , ~b! the transverse stability exponents,Lx and Ly . This
two-family solution is equally partitioned and so must be symmetrical inX
andY; any differences inLx andLy are purely a result of poor convergenc
~none are evident in the picture!.
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lision with an unstable object~a ‘‘crisis’’ !. For example, the
bifurcation sequence terminates to the right in Fig. 10e
'0.425) as a result of a saddle-node bifurcation of
period-6 orbit. In Fig. 10, there are also two subcritical b
furcations that destabilize the period-3 solution and cre
the chaotic window over the range 0.40–0.41. The transit
to the left of this picture ate'0.32 occurs as a result of
collision. These types of transitions terminate the more co
pact, asynchronous attractors at the lowest and highest va
of e in all the cases we considered.

One feature of the rightmost transition is that if it occu
for sufficiently largee, no attractors apparently remain oth
than the synchronized state. But whene,ec(1.9)'0.42, this
state is unstable. If the original attractor disappears whee
,ec , this leads to solutions for which there is a substan
amount of intermittent bursting off the synchronized sta
This is a form of on–off intermittency and was previous
explored in Refs. 4 and 5. The intermittent bursts produ
the unusual structure to the bifurcation diagram in Fig.
over the range 0.41–0.43.

Another curious feature of the bifurcation diagrams
Figs. 10 and 11 is the preponderance of period-3 orbits
their subharmonics. However, this is purely a property
maps with parametersa51.9 and smalla, and is coinciden-
tal. For example, the bifurcation diagram shown in Fig.
for the equally partitioned two-family map is dominated by
period-2 orbit. That period-2 orbit is the same as that wh
stability is shaded in Fig. 1.

C. Break-up of loopy attractors

The bifurcation sequence beginning ate'0.339 in Fig.
10, and shown in more detail in Fig. 13, is initiated when
period-3 orbit loses stability in a Hopf bifurcation. A simila
transition takes place for the period-2 orbit in Fig. 12. In t
bifurcation, a limit cycle is shed about each point of t

FIG. 13. Leading Lyapunov exponent along the bifurcation sequence
pictured. This sequence is part of the diagram in Fig. 10; shown isdn

20.25 over a range that displays only one part of the three-compo
attractor.a51.9 anda50.10. Note that the exponent is zero to with
numerical accuracy when the attractor takes the form of a set of clo
smooth curves around which the orbit circulates.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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periodic orbit@Fig. 14~a! shows one such loop#. On lowering
e further, the attractor develops and passes through a
quence of more bifurcations~see Fig. 14!. This sequence is
similar to ones presented in.19–22

Superficially, the sequence has two distinct types of
furcations. First, the attractor passes through a successio
bifurcations in which the loops disintegrate into sets of pe
odic points. These points persist for a while but eventua
disappear, leaving another curve@see Figs. 14~b! and 14~c!;
this creates the ‘‘band’’ neare50.331 in Fig. 13#. This is a
phase-locking transition that is familiar from circle maps.
fact, when the attractor of the two-dimensional map takes
form of a closed curve around which the orbit circulate
then the dynamics on this attractor is exactly a circle ma

FIG. 14. Pictures of parts of the developing attractor on the (Xn ,Yn) plane
for a50.10 and various values ofe between 0.336 and 0.32.
Downloaded 05 Oct 2004 to 137.82.36.23. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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To make this reduction more apparent, we take
closed loops of the attractor shown in Figs. 14~a!, 14~b!, and
14~d! and use an angular coordinate,un , to parameterize the
curves. The first return map of this variable is shown in F
15. For the final attractor, the parametrization byu is multi-
valued and the return map is consequently not quite
dimensional.

The second type of transformation shown by the dev
oping attractor is in the shape of the curve itself. Just bey
the initial bifurcation, the attractor is a set of simple loop
But ase decreases the curve of the attractor appears to
velop a nonsmooth structure wherein several ‘‘kink
emerge in the loop. A parametrization of the attractor wo
at this stage be nonanalytic. An attractor just beyond t
transition is shown in Fig. 16; at smallere still, the geometry
of the object is even more complex and individual curves
no longer distinguishable@Fig. 14~f!–14~i!#.

It is at this stage of the bifurcation sequence that
attractor first becomes chaotic~we verify this using the lead-
ing Lyapunov exponent of the attractor as shown in Fig. 1!,
and the object in Fig. 16 looks to have fractal structure. T
inception of chaos seems intimately connected with
change in the structure of the curve of the attractor; there
no situation in which points chaotically iterated around
smooth curve. In fact, the transition probably follows t
route to chaos by way of a strange, nonchaotic attractor.23–25

D. Transverse stability

Transverse stability is determined by the statistical av
ages in~24!. In Figs. 10–12, we also include panels showi
the transverse stability exponents; for values ofe where at
least one of these is positive, the ‘‘attractors’’ are unstable
the full lattice system.

In the bifurcation diagrams 10–12, there are seve
ranges over which the states lose transverse stability. N
bly, the states always become unstable at sufficiently smae.
Sometimes, this instability sets in at the point of crisis o
relatively compact attractor~e'0.32 in Fig. 10,e'0.322 in
Fig. 11!. Beyond that point, the attractor suddenly expands
fill a much larger expanse of the phase space, and co
quently the average of lnXn or lnYn changes discontinu
ously.

However, the sudden expansion of the attractor does
always coincide with the point of transverse instability. F
example, in Fig. 12, transverse stability apparently dis
pears ate'0.195 where the attractor is still relatively com
n

FIG. 15. Maps derived by taking the
attractors of Figs. 14~a!, 14~b!, and
14~d!, parameterizing the curves by a
angular coordinate,un , and then plot-
ting un againstun11 .
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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pact. In Fig. 11, on the other hand, the attractor rema
transversely stable down to aboute50.365, whereas crisis
occurs ate'0.37.

In spite of these minor distinctions, it remains genera
the case that on the full lattice, compact attractors of
two-family map are more stable than extensive ones. Mo
over, when extensive attractors are transversely stable~such
as over the approximate range 0.40–0.41 in Fig. 10!, their
stability exponents are significantly smaller in magnitu
than those of compact attractors. This suggests that the
sins of attraction of compact attractors might be larger th

FIG. 16. Fractal attractor on the (Xn ,Yn) plane fore50.329 215,a50.1,
anda51.9. The panels show successive magnifications of the uppermo
of the object.

FIG. 17. Ranges over which two-family solutions are transversely sta
plotted on the~e,a! plane.a51.9 andN5200. The numeric labels give a
rough idea of the number of distinct pieces in the attractor. The comp
tions were performed by taking initial conditions from the final state of
computation at the previous value ofe and iterating 104 times; there is no
attempt to account for multiple attractors. Fuzzy borders reflect eithe
regular functional dependence on parameters, or poor numerical co
gence.
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those of extensive attractors in the phase space of the
lattice system. Hence, because the compact attractors
typically periodic, the two-family states that one should o
serve in the full lattice system ata51.9 ought to be on the
whole periodic. This is a feature brought out in the initia
value computations of Sec. V~see Table II!. Reasons why
partitioned states are often periodic are given by Shinbr26

and Parravano and Cosenza.27

More details on the phenomenology of two-family stat
on the full lattice can be gleaned from Fig. 17, which sho
the ranges ine over which attractors of two-family map
with different partitions are transversely stable. From t
stability diagram, it is clear that the two-family states lie ov
two characteristic ranges ine. At larger coupling strengths
states with relatively unbalanced partitions should predo
nate with a basic period of 3. At smallere, more balanced
partitions should emerge, with a base period of 2. There
also a narrow strip neare50.4 in which there appear to b
transversely stable, chaotic bursters, and a narrow islan
period-3 solutions ate'0.05. @These solutions have ver
slowly converging statistical properties due to the highly
termittent dynamics, and so the transverse stability ex
nents are not well determined. For the same reason,
analogous results of the initial-value computations shown
Fig. 8~b! are also not completely definitive.# This picture
rationalizes completely the results of the initial-value co
putations shown in Fig. 8b. In addition, the more refin
computations uncover more two-family attractors existing
small regions scattered over the~e,a! plane.

For some of the transitions to transverse instability, b
of the exponents pass through zero simultaneously~this is
typical of a crisis-induced transition, e.g.,e'0.322 in Fig.
11!. But in other situations, only one of these expone
becomes positive~e.g., e'0.36 in Fig. 11!. In this latter
case, because of the structure of the transverse stab
eigenvectors, only one of the synchronized families is u
stable to low-amplitude perturbations. As a consequence
instability can destroy the synchrony of that family, but lea
the other partition intact. This leads to a novel kind of bifu
cation in which one of the partitions fragments into furth
families. That is,K-family to K8-family transitions.

A two-family to three-family transition is shown in Fig
18. In this example, a chaotic state witha50.35 lost stabil-
ity to perturbations that fragmented the partition contain
65 maps. A periodic, three-family state resulted with pa
tion ~35, 31, 34!. It is this type of transition that is probabl
behind the feature displayed in Fig. 8, that the domain of
K53 attractors appears to be an extension of the triang
region in which two-family attractors reside.

Such bifurcations may occur in both periodic or chao
states. In the latter case, the transition can lead to prolon
bursting, much as the loss of stability of the synchroniz
state leads to on/off intermittency. In fact, this effect pro
ably lies at the heart of the ephemeral states observed in
transients mentioned in Sec. V~see Fig. 4!. Also, each bifur-
cation is highly degenerate, and there are many multiple
lution branches that are born at these points. As a result, a
the inception of one of these instabilities, the possible fi
lattice states can be very varied, ranging from simply str
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tured fragments to complicated ones, and from periodic
chaotic lattices.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have explored the dynamics of a latti
of globally coupled logistic maps. Below the threshold
full synchronization, a complicated behavior emerges.

When the individual maps are in a periodic regime, a
at small coupling strength, we observe coexistence of
enormous number of attractors. Here, then, the complexit
the lattice dynamics far exceeds that of the individual e
ments; the whole is, in fact, greater than the sum of the pa

An extensive set of initial-value calculations at larg
map parameter has indicated that the system often organ
itself into multiple, synchronized families. This organizatio
produces periodic or weakly chaotic lattices over a large p
tion of parameter space in which the individual maps of
lattice would otherwise be chaotic. In our opinion, one of t
most interesting aspects of the dynamics of globally coup
maps is this apparent suppression of chaotic behavior. O
partitioned solutions, the two-family solution is particular
important as it is frequently observed. For this reason,
have studied in detail the dynamics of two-family solution

Many of our results are concisely summarized in Fig.
this picture displays the most interesting portion of the
rameter plane~coupling strength against map paramete!.
The cliff is one of the most remarkable features in Fig.
Roughly speaking, one can regard it as the beginning of
asynchrony on the lattice. This is not completely accurate
course, because robust synchronized states do appear a
lated parameter values beyond the cliff@these are the ‘‘pock-
ets’’ of synchrony that reappear at smalle in Fig. 7~b!#.
Moreover, such states can be important to the statistical
chanics of the lattice at weak coupling~see Refs. 7 and 28!.
However, broadly speaking, lattices are incoherent bey
the cliff.

FIG. 18. Generation of a three-family state from a slightly unstable tw
family solution.~a! The initial ~dashed line! and final~solid line! lattices.~b!
The variance in the values ofxn( j ) for the original second family displayed
againstn.
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We can find an approximate location of the cliff by co
sidering asynchronous lattices in the limitN→`. Here, the
mean field is

Mn512
1

N
a(

j 51

N

@xn~ j !#2, ~25!

but when the elements of the lattice are incoherent, the
erage over the lattice is equivalent to an average over p
sible realizations of each element. That is, the average in~25!
can be replaced by a statistical average over each~identical!
attractor,F5^x2&. Thus each map evolves according to

xn115~12axn
2!~12e!1e~12aF! ~26!

~cf. Refs. 29 and 30!. Equation~26! is not as simple as it
seems because the constantF itself depends on the statistica
properties of the attractor which are not knowna priori.

We may recast Eq.~26! into the form of the logistic map
by a simple transformation:

zn11512ãzn
2, zn5xn /~12eaF! ~27!

and

ã5~12eaF!~12e!a. ~28!

Evidently, the ‘‘effective’’ value of the map parameter
reduced by the collective effect of the incoherent lattic
which epitomizes how the coupled map lattice is now mo
regular than its individual elements~the whole is less than
the parts!.

However, to be incoherent, the elements must all be c
otic, and soã.a` . Hence,

~12e!~12eaF!a.a` ; ~29!

or,

FIG. 19. The location of the desynchronization cliff. The stars indic
empirical estimates based on the initial-value computations also show
Fig. 6. The circled stars denote measurements based on the parameter
of Sec. V A.
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e,eV5
~11aF!2A~11aF!214a`F

2aF
. ~30!

In other words,e5eV is the border of asynchrony, the clif
We compare empirical estimates of the location of

cliff with the prediction~30! in Fig. 19. However, in order to
simplify the computation, we approximateF5^x2& by its
value for e50; that is, by the corresponding value for th
logistic map. The approximate prediction and the empiri
data agree surprisingly well. Note that the windows of sta
periodic orbits of the logistic map appear in Fig. 19 as le
ward excursions of the approximate prediction~for example,
the period-3 window is evident over the range ina, @1.76,
1.79#!. Because such orbits cannot be incoherent on the
tice, the approximation does not provide a value ofF that
can be trusted over these ranges. However, the average o
true attractor is not likely to be very different.

Several questions remain to be answered. For examp
would be interesting to study the behavior of a ‘‘pass
map;’’ that is, a map which is influenced by the others b
does not feed back on the lattice~cf. Refs. 26 and 27!. This
may provide a first step toward a mean field theory of g
bally coupled maps.31 Another intriguing question that is lef
open is what is the fate of the complexity observed h
when the coupling becomes local, and lattice sites acqui
truly spatial meaning. Another issue that may be relevan
a variety of applications focuses on the dynamics of m
that are subject to an external forcing field. We hope to
dress some of these issues in future works.
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